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Characterization of the unfolding pathway of the cell-cycle
protein p13suc1 by molecular dynamics simulations: implications
for domain swapping 
Darwin OV Alonso1, Eric Alm1 and Valerie Daggett1,2*
Background: The p13suc1 gene product is a member of the cks (cyclin-
dependent protein kinase subunit) protein family and has been implicated in
regulation of the cell cycle. Various crystal structures of suc1 are available,
including a globular, monomeric form and a β-strand exchanged dimer. It has
been suggested that conversions between these forms, and perhaps others,
may be important in the regulation of the cell cycle. 
Results: We have undertaken molecular dynamics simulations of protein
unfolding to investigate the conformational properties of suc1. Unfolding
transition states were identified for each of four simulations. These states
contain some native secondary structure, primarily helix α1 and the core of the
β sheet. The hydrophobic core is loosely packed. Further unfolding leads to an
intermediate state that is slightly more expanded than the transition state, but
with considerably fewer nonlocal, tertiary packing contacts and less secondary
structure. The helices are fluctuating but partially formed in the denatured state
and β2 and β4 remain associated. 
Conclusions: It appears that suc1 folds by a nucleation-condensation
mechanism, similar to that observed for two-state folding proteins. However,
suc1 forms an intermediate during unfolding and contains considerable residual
structure in the denatured state. The stability of the β2–β4 residual structure is
surprising, because β4 is the strand involved in domain swapping. This stability
suggests that the domain-swapping event, if physiologically relevant, may require
the assistance of additional factors in vivo or occur early in the folding process.
Introduction
The product of the suc1 gene is a suppressor of defective
mutations in the cdc2 protein kinase and was the first
member of the cks (cyclin-dependent kinase subunit)
family to be isolated [1]. After 13 years of intensive inves-
tigation, the specific role of these proteins in the cell cycle
is not completely understood. There are, however, several
aspects of the physiological role of suc1 (p13suc1) that are
known. In particular, suc1 binds to cdc2 and contributes to
the regulation of the mitotic checkpoints, especially the
G2→M transition [2,3].
Study of the dynamic behavior and folding of suc1 has
become appealing for several reasons. Firstly, the struc-
tures of suc1 and its human homologs have been deter-
mined to atomic resolution (Figure 1) [4–7]. Secondly,
the structure of a complex between the human suc1
homolog cksHs1 and its molecular target cdk2 has been
solved [8]. Finally, there are questions about the regula-
tion in vivo of suc1 that relate to its oligomerization state.
The cks family of proteins contains a conserved sequence
HxPEPH (in single-letter amino acid code) that acts as
a hinge in a crystallographically observed β-strand
exchanged dimer of suc1 and other cks proteins [4]. It
has been proposed that conversions between monomeric
suc1 and the strand-exchanged dimer, in which the
monomers in a dimer swap a β strand (Figure 1), may be
important in the regulation of its biological function [9].
Although the secondary structure is conserved between
the various forms of suc1 (see Figure 1 legend), the
surface of the protein and, presumably, its interactions
with other proteins differ.
An understanding of the folding/unfolding pathways
between the denatured, folded and folded multimeric
states of suc1 may provide details regarding the mecha-
nism of β-strand exchange in vitro and clues about the role
of domain swapping in vivo with respect to its cellular
function. In this regard, the high-resolution information
available from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations may
help bridge the gap between the well-characterized struc-
ture of this molecule and the information becoming avail-
able about its folding and function. As a first step, MD
simulations of the unfolding pathways of monomeric suc1
were carried out in parallel with biochemical protein engi-
neering experiments. In order to remove any potential
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bias from the interpretation of the MD simulations, and to
assess the quality of the predictions that follow from the
MD simulations, the simulation and experimental charac-
terizations were carried out independently in a blind
manner. The results of the MD study of suc1 are pre-
sented here while the preceding paper describes the
experimental studies [10].
Results and discussion
To investigate the unfolding of monomeric, globular suc1
[5] at the atomic level, we have performed four, 3 ns MD
simulations of thermal denaturation, denoted MD1–MD4,
and a 2 ns control simulation at room temperature. Under
these denaturing conditions, 3 ns is sufficient to severely
disorder the protein, as illustrated by the change in Cα
root mean square deviation (rmsd), radius of gyration and
solvent accessible surface area compared with the crystal
structure over time (see Supplementary material available
with the internet version of this paper). Separate transition
and intermediate state ensembles were identified for each
simulation. Although some of the specifics within individ-
ual simulations vary, the overall properties of the confor-
mational substates are similar. Some of the interactions
important in the transition and intermediate states give
rise to residual structure in the denatured state. The
various states are described below. 
The native state is highly dynamic
Dynamics at 298K reveal a heterogeneous distribution of
structural flexibility. The rms fluctuations about the mean
positions for Cα atoms in helix α2 and especially the loops
are high, whereas the β sheet and other helices are less
mobile (dashed lines in Figure 2). In addition, the average
rmsd of the helices from the starting structure is 2.9 Å
(from 0.2–2.0 ns), whereas the β-sheet positions are better
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Figure 1
Ribbon diagrams of the mainchain fold of the monomeric and strand-
exchanged forms of suc1. (a) Two different orientations of the suc1
monomer [5] with the secondary structure elements labeled. The
secondary structure assignments are: α1, residues 12–23; α2,
45–49; α3, 68–73; β1, 26–32; β2, 36–43; β3, 82–88; and β4,
94–99. Strand β2 is in green and β4 is in red. The hinge region is
shown in yellow (residues 88–93). Residues 80–82 are displayed in
magenta. (b) Strand-exchanged dimer [4]. The strand exchange is
evident; the monomers are shown in different colors. (c) As in (b) but
with monomeric suc1 superimposed on the dimer [4]. The main
distortions upon domain swapping involve β3, which is shown in cyan
for the dimer. The Cα rmsd between monomeric suc1 and the
corresponding structural unit in the strand exchanged-dimer through
β3 is 1.5 Å. (This figure was generated using the program
MolScript [25].)
Figure 2
Temperature factors from the crystal structure indicate regions of
disorder in the crystal and imply dynamic flexibility. Regions of local
flexibility in the native (298K) simulation are measured by rms
fluctuation from the average position. These two independent
measures show a correlation between simulation and experiment, as
observed when crystallographic B factors [5] are converted to rms
fluctuations by the equation rms fluctuation = (3B/8pi2)1/2. The
experimental values are indicated by the solid line and the dashed
lines show the fluctuations for two different 0.5 ns time periods during
the simulation.
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maintained (1.8 Å). The observed shift of the α1 helix in
the native state may reflect an actual mode of conforma-
tional flexibility or may be a simulation artifact. In support
of the former case, we note that the experimental B factors
[5] for α1 are very high and may reflect such conforma-
tional shifts on a longer timescale than is accessible with
MD simulations. Furthermore, the B factors are in general
agreement with the flexibility observed in the simulation
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Figure 3
Conformational clustering in the MD1
unfolding simulation. Stereoview Cα rmsd
projection of the MD1 simulation. The
distances between points in the figure
approximate to the actual Cα rmsd between
the structures at those time points. Transition
states are chosen close to the point at which
the structures diverged from the first cluster.
The transition-state (TS) region, intermediate-
state (I) region and denatured-state (D) are
labeled. (This figure was generated using the
program UCSF MidasPlus [26].)
Table 1
Properties of the transition and intermediate state in the four unfolding simulations of suc1.
State Time <rmsd>* <SASA>† Native Nonlocal/local α§ β§
(ns) (Å) (A2) contacts (%)‡ contacts (%)§ (%) (%)
Native state
Xtal – – 5829 100 140 35 50
Transition states
TS1 0.32–0.325 5.8 8535 53 66 30 36
TS2 0.270–0.275 6.6 8477 56 64 21 39
TS3 0.220–0.225 5.5 8279 53 66 28 37
TS4 0.245–0.250 5.3 8286 56 101 24 44
Intermediate states
I1 0.988–1.612 10.8 8545 52 55 35 23
I2 0.584–1.360 10.7 8692 48 46 26 25
I3 0.434–0.815 8.5 8655 51 50 31 26
I4 0.90–1.792 11.9 9320 46 46 25 30
Denatured states
D1 2–3 12.0 9002 48 46 35 21
D2 2–3 13.7 9406 46 46 28 24
D3 2–3 10.5 8401 54 68 31 23
D4 2–3 16.0 9803 42 33 26 27
*The Cα root mean square deviation (rmsd) was calculated after
optimal superposition of the structures to remove rotational and
translational motion [22]. The values given are the averages for the
time period indicated. †The solvent accessible surface area (SASA)
was calculated using the NACCESS program [23], modified to read
dynamics trajectories. ‡The extent of native contacts are given and
defined as having heavy-atom distances between non-neighboring
residues of ≤ 4.6 Å except for aliphatic carbons, where an extended
distance of ≤ 5.4 Å is used. Local contacts are defined as
< i → i + 5 and non-local are i → i + 5 and greater. §The total
percentage of α helical and β structure for the time period indicated
based upon (φ,ψ) angles [24].
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in both shape and relative magnitude throughout the
sequence (solid line in Figure 2), although we note that the
experimental B factors for this protein are unusually high.
Characterization of the transition state of unfolding
Transition-state ensembles were identified for the unfold-
ing trajectories (denoted TS1 for MD1, TS2 for MD2,
etc.) using a Cα rmsd conformational clustering procedure
[11–13] (see the Materials and methods section). One such
representative clustering projection is provided in
Figure 3. Unfortunately, the clustering is somewhat
ambiguous early in the simulations, complicating identifi-
cation of the transition states, particularly for MD3. Fortu-
nately, the structures in the ambiguous clusters are
similar, yielding similar results. The properties of the
chosen transition state regions are outlined in Table 1.
The final structure of each transition state ensemble is
presented in Figure 4. Although the transition states rep-
resent different time points in the unfolding process, their
properties are similar and in agreement for most residues
(Table 1; Figure 4). Overall, approximately 55% of the
extent of native contacts are intact in the transition state
ensembles. The number of local contacts drops by 25%,
while the number of nonlocal contacts drops by 60% (the
actual values are given in the legend to Figure 5). Consis-
tent with the disruptions to the packing, the solvent acces-
sible surface area increases by 44% compared with the
crystal structure (Table 1).
The first α helix, α1, is highly ordered in the transition-
state models (Figure 4), in contrast to the low experimen-
tal φ values in this region [10]. Interestingly, this helix,
which remains relatively autonomous in the transition
state, displays dynamic behavior in the native state
(Figure 2). Unlike other portions of the structure, α1
makes mostly local contacts and interacts very little with
residues distant in sequence in both the transition state
and in the crystal structure (Figures 4,5). In addition, this
helix retains structure in later intermediates and the dena-
tured state (discussed below). For these reasons, the struc-
ture may not be visible by a φ-value analysis, as has also
been suggested for helix 2 in barnase [14].
Although the structure is more disrupted outside of α1,
there are loosely structured regions of the protein. For
example, the core of the β sheet, comprised of portions of
β2–β4, is retained; the sheet topology, interstrand con-
tacts, and many of the hydrogen bonds are retained to
varying degrees (Figures 4–6). The hinge region, residues
88–93, is also locally structured in the transition-state
structures (the yellow portion of the chains in Figure 4 and
see Figure 7). Nevertheless, the packing is compromised
in the transition-state ensembles, as evidenced by the
wider spacing of β strands in the sheet (Figure 4), and the
lower number of both nonlocal (Figure 5) and total con-
tacts (Figure 6; Table 1). The orientations of the helices
are variable with respect to the β sheet and there are few
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Figure 4
Representative structures from (a) transition-
state, (b) intermediate-state and
(c) denatured-state ensembles. The positions
of secondary structure elements in the native
state are depicted by ribbons to aid
comparison of the structures. The structures
are colored as in Figure 1a. The snapshots for
the transition states represent the last
structure in the transition-state ensemble
cluster. Structures from approximately the
midpoint of the time populating the
intermediate state. The final structures from
the simulations are given for the denatured
states. (This figure was generated using the
program MolScript [25].)
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interactions between them (Figures 4,6). The loop regions
have little or no structure. The structure of the transition
state inferred from the φ-value analysis of Schymkowitz
et al. [10] is consistent with this description: the highest
φ values are found in β2–β4 and the hinge region. 
Intermediate states populated during unfolding 
During the course of all unfolding simulations, a tran-
siently stable intermediate state (populated for 400–900 ps)
was observed (Table 1). Unlike the transition states, the
clustering for the intermediate states was much less
ambiguous (e.g., see Figure 3). The intermediate can also
be seen as the thickening of the diagonal in the Cα rmsd
comparisons of all structures with all others within a sim-
ulation (Figure 8). In addition, the structures within 
each simulation are compared with those in the other
unfolding simulations. From this comparison it can be
seen that the structures from different simulations are
very similar through the transition state, after which they
diverge (see the dotted lines in Figure 8). After diverging,
weaker similarities are again observed between most of
the intermediates; however, intermediate 1 (I1) is only
similar to I3, whereas the others all show some conver-
gence of the intermediates to similar structures (Figure 8).
Representative structures from the intermediates out-
lined in Figure 8 are shown in Figure 4. A brief descrip-
tion of each is provided below, along with a discussion of
the similarities and differences of the intermediates from
different simulations.
The intermediate from the MD1 simulation, I1, contains
regular hydrogen bonded β structure between portions of β
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Figure 5
Local and nonlocal contacts made by residues in the transition and
intermediate states. Contacts are defined as having heavy-atom
distances between non-neighboring residues of ≤ 4.6 Å except for
aliphatic carbon atoms, where an extended distance of ≤ 5.4 Å is used.
Local contacts are defined as spacing < i → i + 5 and non-
neighboring; nonlocal contacts are defined as i → i + 5 and greater.
The average total number of contacts are: native (N), nonlocal = 2739,
local = 1957; transition state (TS), nonlocal = 1081, local = 1477;
intermediate (I), nonlocal = 766, local = 1541; and denatured (D),
nonlocal = 731, local = 1506.
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strands 2 and 4. This two-stranded β sheet has an amphi-
pathic nature with interstrand pairs of hydrophobic
residues along one side. However, these hydrophobic
sidechains form few contacts with residues in other parts of
the protein (Figure 6). Six interstrand mainchain hydrogen
bonds exist between the strands. The helices are largely
intact with some distortions (Figures 4,6). There are
mainchain hydrogen bonds between the end of α1 and a
non-native helical turn comprised of residues 80–84. This
finding is noteworthy because the terminal, unpaired
helical oxygen atoms in α1 pair with the terminal hydrogen
atoms in the latter non-native turn (e.g., O of residue 26
pairs with HN of residue 80 and O of residue 25 pairs with
HN of residue 81). The interactions between these
106 Structure 2000, Vol 8 No 1
Figure 6
Packing interactions in the native, transition, intermediate and
denatured states of suc1. Heavy-atom contact maps for (a) the crystal
structure, (b) TS1 from the MD1 simulation, 320–325 ps, (c) the I1
intermediate, 988–1612 ps of the MD1 simulation, and (d) D1,
2–3 ns of MD1. The distance cut-offs for contacts are given in the
legend to Figure 5. Except for the crystal structure, native contacts
are given above the diagonal and non-native contacts are below. The
contacts are colored: blue, intact 80 to 100% of the time period
indicated; green, intact 60 to 80% of the time; and red, intact 10 to
60% of the time.
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residues give the appearance of a single continuous helix,
with interacting groups separated by >50 residues
(Figure 4). Other than this, α1 makes few nonlocal contacts
(Figures 5,6). Native contacts remain between residues 58
and 64. On the other hand, the native contacts between β3
and residues 62–67 and between β1 and β2 are lost.
The intermediate from the MD2 simulation, I2, also has
the β2 and β4 strands in contact. In fact, the hydrogen
bonds between these strands represent the only tertiary
mainchain hydrogen bonds in the protein. These strands
appear to be more buried than in I1 (Figure 4), although
the sheets in both intermediates have approximately the
same solvent accessible surface area. As can be seen in
Figure 4, the N terminus of α1 is non-helical and all of the
helices are more disrupted than in I1.
In the I3 intermediate, sections of β strands 2 and 4 are in
contact, although the sheet has lost mainchain hydrogen
bonds between residues 35–38 and 99–100. The remain-
ing hydrogen bonds between these strands represent the
only tertiary mainchain hydrogen bonds in the protein, but
there are sidechain contacts between β4 and β3. The α1
and α3 helices are largely intact, but α2 is very distorted.
I4 is the most exposed and non-native intermediate
(Table 1; Figure 4). The only tertiary mainchain hydrogen
bonds are between β3 and β4, which are close in sequence.
Sidechain contacts are sparse, although there are some
between β2 and β4. The core is exposed to solvent and the
total solvent accessible surface area is over 10% larger than
that observed for the other intermediates (Table 1). As
with I3, α1 and α3 are partially intact but α2 is unfolded.
The composite view of these intermediates is that the
helices are at least partially intact, and portions of the β
sheet are maintained. In addition, the turn in the hinge
region and the associated packing interactions are retained
(Figure 4). The highest φ values for the intermediate are
also in β2, β4 and the hinge region [10]. Although the
intermediates are more disrupted than the transition
states, they are almost equally compact (see Supplemen-
tary material). They also have similar, but higher, changes
in solvent accessible surface areas (there is a 51% increase
in the intermediates versus 44% for the transition-state
ensembles relative to the native state; Table 1), which is
in qualitative agreement with estimates based on m values
(m values reflect the sensitivity of a protein to chemical
denaturant and are believed to be due to changes in
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Figure 7
The hinge region is locally structured in the transition-state structures.
Residues 82–99 of the crystal structure and four transition-state
structures; the region includes β3 and β4. The hinge region is shown
in yellow. (This figure was generated using the program UCSF
MidasPlus [26].)
Figure 8
Pairwise Cα rmsd contour plots. The rmsds between structures from
all the simulations shown as colored contours. The x and y axes give
the time points and simulations for which the comparisons were made.
The intersection between two time points is colored according to the
rmsd between all Cα atoms in the two respective structures. The color
legend is given alongside the plot: blue, green, yellow, red and white
indicate a progression from low to high rmsd. The heavy solid
checkerboard pattern denotes individual simulations. The dashed lines
show the transition states, and the intermediates (I1–I4) are indicated
under the tilted chevrons. The diagonal is zero, because structures are
identical to themselves. Regions of self-similarity (low rmsd)
correspond to conformational states or substates in a folding/unfolding
pathway and appear as broadening along the diagonal or values of low
rmsd off the diagonal.
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solvent accessible surface area) [10]. The total number of
contacts is similar for the transition-state and intermedi-
ate-state ensembles, as expected given their compact
structures (Table 1), but the values are 10% lower in the
intermediates. The distribution of non-local tertiary con-
tacts versus local contacts is very different for these two
states, however; on average, this ratio decreases from 74%
in the transition states to 49% in the  intermediate states
(see Table 1 for specific values). Furthermore, there is a
shift from primarily native contacts in the transition state
to non-native contacts in the intermediate state. These
differences illustrate the more native-like nature of the
transition states and, in particular, the better tertiary
packing in the transition state as the number of local con-
tacts is essentially invariant in the transition, intermediate
and denatured states (Figure 5). Also, we note that
although the intermediates have better packing interac-
tions than the denatured states, the overall secondary
structure content is comparable in these states (Table 1).
Interactions between β strands involved in domain
swapping
All of the simulations are distinct in the denatured state, at
least as probed by Cα rmsd, but the denatured states
display some similar properties. The unfolding simula-
tions were carried out for 3 ns at 498K. Although this is
longer than many unfolding simulations, the polypeptide
chain never became fully unstructured (Figures 4,6). The
most persistent and conserved residual structure in the
unfolded state corresponds to α1 and the interaction
between β strands 2 and 4. These β strands are aligned by
dynamic salt bridges at each end of the sheet:
Glu37–Arg99 and a bifurcated non-native salt bridge
involving Glu91–Lys45 and Lys49. The Glu37–Arg99 salt
bridge has been probed experimentally and φ values for
the interaction of these two residues are high in the transi-
tion and intermediate states, 0.84 and 0.90, respectively
[10]. In addition, many hydrophobic residues are buried
creating a common core (Figure 9). But, we note that the
β2–β4 sheet is dynamic, loosely packed, and opens and
closes over time (e.g., see Figures 4,6). The structure of
the hinge region is severely disrupted in the denatured
ensembles (Figures 4,6).
The persistence of the β2–β4 interaction is unexpected as
β strand 4 is involved in the formation of the strand-
exchanged dimer. At first glance there appears to be a con-
tradiction in that this strand must be flexible enough to
undergo domain swapping, yet here it retains residual
structure and participates in many of the interactions sta-
bilizing the protein core. On the other hand, if formation
of a stable strand pairing occurs early in the folding
pathway, then perhaps at high protein concentrations,
intermolecular pairings can occur before the rest of the
protein is substantially ordered. This would explain the
observation that significant formation of dimers in vitro
occurs only when the protein is refolded at high concen-
tration (20–30% dimer at 1 mM protein concentration
[15]). The maintenance of some interactions between 
β strands 2 and 4 may serve to protect the protein from
such intermolecular interactions and ensure that the
monomeric state is maintained under most conditions.
These data suggest that strand-exchanged dimers may
not be physiologically relevant, as the polypeptide chain
must first be locally unfolded before domain swapping
can occur. Furthermore, the rigidity of the hinge region
provided by the proline residues may serve primarily to
stabilize the turn and adjacent β sheet or aid in folding.
In the case of the strand-exchanged dimer, the intermol-
ecular interactions between β2 and β4 may simply result
from exploitation of the inherent favorable intramolecu-
lar interactions between these regions. If the dimeriza-
tion reaction is physiologically relevant, however, it
seems unlikely to occur without assistance from another
molecule. In support of domain swapping being more
than a curious artifact, this swapping by arm exchange is
seen in other proteins at the conserved HxPEPH
sequence [16]. The protein engineering experiments [10]
and the simulations suggest that strand β4 is probably not
released from the protein spontaneously preceding
dimerization and instead that association must be an early
event in folding. Auxiliary proteins may be involved in
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Figure 9
Packing of β2–β4 in the denatured state and the non-native proximity
of helix α1. The final denatured structures from the simulations are
displayed (3 ns); the crystal structure is also shown for comparison. All
heavy atoms in β2 (green), β4 (red) and α1(cyan) are displayed; only
mainchain atoms are shown for the rest of the protein. (This figure was
generated using the program UCSF MidasPlus [26].)
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the necessary conformational change about the HxPEPH
β hinge preceding an in vivo domain-swapping event.
Furthermore, on the basis of the concentration depen-
dence for the formation of the strand-exchanged dimer
and the presumed dependence on other molecules to
effect this transition, an intermolecular interaction with
suc1 may represent a point of regulation of the cell cycle.
Biological implications
The p13suc1 gene product is a member of the cyclin-
dependent protein kinase subunit (cks) family and has a
role in regulation of the cell cycle. Two forms of p13suc1
have been identified: a monomeric form and a strand-
exchanged dimer, in which the monomers of a dimer
swap a β strand. The conversion between these two
forms might be important in the regulation of biological
function. Studies of the dynamic behavior and folding of
p13suc1 were expected to provide clues about the mecha-
nism of β strand exchange and the role of domain swap-
ping. We report here four molecular dynamics
simulations of the thermal denaturation of suc1. Transi-
tion and intermediate states have been identified and ana-
lyzed.
In the direction of folding, the residual structure in the
α helix and β2–β4 sheet facilitate the formation of the
observed intermediate state, which precedes the further
progression into more native-like topology. Interestingly,
the transition and intermediate states display similar
solvent accessible surface areas. That is, although the
transition state is more native-like with respect to both
secondary and tertiary structure, it would appear to be
as unfolded as the intermediate states if solvent accessi-
bilities, or m values, are used to describe the reaction
coordinate. Our results support the nucleation-conden-
sation model of a general hydrophobic collapse into a
state with native-like topology but only partial secondary
structure. Folding from this collapsed state continues via
the parallel, and perhaps cooperative, refinement of sec-
ondary and tertiary packing interactions. Additionally,
the stability of the β2–β4 residual structure in the
monomeric denatured state suggests that the domain-
swapping event, if physiologically relevant, may require
the assistance of additional factors in vivo. As such, the
oligomerization of suc1 may be an important regulatory
mechanism in the control of the cell cycle.
Materials and methods
Molecular dynamics simulations
MD simulations were performed using an in-house version of the
program ENCAD [17]. The potential energy function and MD protocols
have been described [18,19]. Each molecular system simulated was
described using an all-atom representation of both the protein and
solvent. The crystal structure [5] was used as the starting structure for
the simulations. Residual strain in the structure was relieved using
1000 steps of conjugate gradient minimization. Sidechain protonation
states were chosen to mimic low-neutral pH (lysine, arginine and histi-
dine were positively charged and aspartate and glutamate were nega-
tively charged). The protein was then solvated using a box extending at
least 8 Å in all directions. Periodic boundary conditions were employed
to reduce edge effects and simulate a semi-dilute solvent environment. 
The basic preparatory protocol was as follows. The solvent was sub-
jected to 1000 cycles of minimization, 10,000 steps of MD, and another
1000 steps of minimization. This water preparation was followed by 500
steps of minimization of the protein and then 500 steps of minimization
of the full protein-solvent system. The water density was set to the
experimental value at 498K of 0.829 gm/ml to relieve excess pressure
[19–21]. This density corresponds to the lowest pressure (~26 atm)
required for water to stay in the liquid phase at 498K [21]. The lower
density was obtained by expansion of the box to extend ~10 Å from any
protein atom. The protocol described above was used for MD1 at 498K.
The other three high-temperature simulations employed slightly different
preparatory protocols to yield independent trajectories (this is equivalent
to changing the random number seed). The following changes were
made to the MD1 protocol: for MD2, 11,000 steps of MD were per-
formed on the water; for MD3 the full system was minimized for 800
instead of 500 cycles; and for MD4 11,000 steps of MD were per-
formed on water and 100 cycles of minimization were done on the full
system. After the preparatory steps described above, the systems were
heated to 498K. Initial atomic velocities were chosen using a Maxwellian
distribution. Velocities were periodically scaled until the target tempera-
ture was reached and stable (~40–50 ps). At this point, classical MD
simulations were performed in the NVE microcanonical ensemble. Each
simulation was carried out for 3 ns using a 2 fs integration time step
(3000 ps or 1.5 × 106 iterations). An 8 Å nonbonded cut-off was used
and the nonbonded list was updated every 2 to 5 cycles. 15,000 struc-
tures were saved for analysis (5/ps). In addition, a control simulation was
performed of the wild-type protein at 298K, using the experimental
water density of 0.997 gm/ml [20]. 
Identification of the transition state
The transition state in protein folding is the state on the folding pathway
with the highest free energy. This state is not easily identifiable from an
MD simulation because there is no straightforward way to calculate the
free energies associated with the individual states along the pathway.
Instead, the method used to identify the transition state is based on the
theoretical prediction that the transition state is unstable and will
precede a rapid change in structure in the unfolding direction. 
In order to discriminate this point of rapid structural change a clustering
technique based on the rmsd between structures was used (Figure 3).
Firstly, all structures are compared in a pairwise fashion and the rmsd
values of all Cα atom positions are calculated. Comparing structures in
this manner provides information that can be hidden by simply calculating
rmsd values relative to the starting structure. This information is stored in
an n × n matrix, where n is the number of structures in the pathway.
The pairwise comparison can be plotted directly as a contour plot
(Figure 8) or projected into three dimensions (Figure 3) minimizing the
least squares difference between the true rmsd values between struc-
tures and the projected distance between their corresponding points.
This projection offers the advantage of clustering similar structures
regardless of time, such that regions of the trajectory that display struc-
tural similarities are easily discernible as clusters.
In the unfolding simulations, the transition state is defined as the
ensemble of structures immediately before the divergence in rmsd from
the cluster near the initial state. This corresponds with the intuitive
notion that the ensemble of unfolded structures is more diverse than
the native state ensemble. Additionally, it reflects the expectation that
after the relatively unstable transition state, the protein should proceed
rapidly into the denatured ensemble.
Supplementary material
Supplementary material containing a figure illustrating the properties
of the suc1 unfolding simulations is available at http://current-
biology.com/supmat/supmatin.htm.
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